
Oakland (WHN) English society has once again
been devastated by a scandal involving the Royal
Family.  Today, Princess Diana shook the
Monarchy to its core when she revealed that
Prince Charles is neither man nor mouse but is a
rather common garden toad.

Princess Diana revealed that Charles turns into
a toad whenever he has gone longer than 24
hours without a kiss from a Princess.  Diana
admitted that as a consequence of their marital
discord, Charles "is usually a toad these days."    

While Buckingham Palace has moved quickly
to squelch Diana's assertions, evidence has been
obtained by the WWoorrlldd  HHeeaaddlliinnee  NNeewwssWWoorrlldd  HHeeaaddlliinnee  NNeewwss which
supports Diana's claims.  Rumors circulating at
the WWHHNN  WWHHNN  further suggest that on those rare
occasions that Charles must be seen in public,
Buckingham Palace flies in Princess Stephanie of

Monaco to do "The Royal Kissing".  Though
Monaco officials deny this publically, one

official privately expressed his opinion that
"Stephanie's well known "lust" for frog legs may
finally have gone too far".  When directly
questioned as to her relationship with Charles,
Princess Stephanie refused comment and
screamed at reporters to get out of her way as she
needed to see her dermatologist to have "a rather
nasty wart removed" from her lip.

What effect Dianas revelation will have on the
Monarchy is unclear.  Charles is reported to be
pondering abdication in favor of Prince William.
While the new heir apparent is too young (by just
a tad), polls indicate that William is acceptable to
the Commonwealth.  Queen Elizabeth, while in
good health and in no danger of croaking, is
reported to be pushing Charles to accept William
as the next King.  

In related news, in the first Royal Edict in 70
years, the Queen has banned the eating of frog
legs within the U.K.  Violators will be severely
punished by being sent to live in France. 
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Oakland (WHN) Since Princess Diana's revelations about Charles, the world has wondered
what the Prince of Wales actually looks like.  While previous attempts to photograph the Prince in

his native state have failed, special camera lenses
have allowed the WWoorrlldd  HHeeaaddlliinnee  NNeewwssWWoorrlldd  HHeeaaddlliinnee  NNeewwss to obtain
exclusive photos of the toad who would be king!  In
a shocking photo of the Prince and Princess of
Wales entering their country estate at Pond Water,
the real Chales has been revealed for the first time.  

Sources within the Prince's household report that
while at Pond Water, Charles has been busy "fly
fishing".  These sources indicate that Charles favors
"nymphs" from a variety of invertebrate species
including the Lady Camilla bug.

When confronted with the photo documentation
of Charles affliction, the Palace Spokesman Sir
Frank Kafka would not comment on the
metamorphosis of Charles but stated that, "the
private life and hobbies of the future King should
remain private".  Charles is reported to be hopping
mad that this matter has reached the public eye and
administered a severe tongue lashing to Diana.

see related story--English Fly Population Drops! 
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Today England's Prime Minister John Major

threatened war with France if the French do
not immediately cease the immoral and
disgusting culinary trait of eating frog legs.

In a strong "Non!" the French have began
mobilizing troops along the Channel and
preparing butter and garlic cluster bombs. 

As events
continue to
unfold,  a
chant of
"Death to frog
eaters!" has
been heard in
London while
in Paris, cries
of "Charlie
still has two
legs!" are
being shouted.
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Troubles with the IRS? read this!

Each year tens of thousands of honest
American taxpayers are hounded by the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS).  Among the
poor innocent Americans who have been
subjected to hounding by the IRS are:  Al
Capone, Leona Helmsley, and Joseph
Gambino.  Indeed, many of these poor
innocent citizens have been subjected to fines
and, in all too many cases, incarceration.   

So what can we, America's
concerned citizens, do?

According to the IRS, not a hell of alot.
Their recommendation is to pay up 

and shut up......


